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Supplier
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Client Price

Prestige Pine

£685

595.00

Link

Custom

I have quoted for the base only. I
Custom Made Media Unit (with can have the top made for this
(as shown in the 3D images - this
or without the top)
would be an additional £525) all
delivery is £60.

Flat Arris

Unistone Bianca Carrara

I have only used the plan
forwarded to their may be some
amendments required. £675.00
would be for templating and
fitting.

Granite Planet

£3420.00

3,170.16

PRAB1112

Seeblick III Glass Picture

Free floating look due to unique
hanging system. 100% Made in
Germany.

Wayfair

£87.99

85.49

wayfair

NA

Varilight 2 Gang 13A 3 Pin
Double Switch Socket with 2
USB, Brushed Steel

I am not sure what you went for
on the final plan but I
recommended the island have
some USB sockets as it is good
for working or charging phones
at etc.

John lewis

£40.00

0.00

johnlewis

NA

Varilight 2 Gang 13A 3 Pin
Double Switch Socket with 2
USB, Brushed Steel

I am not sure what you went for
on the final plan but I
recommended the island have
some USB sockets as it is good
for working or charging phones
at etc.

John lewis

£40.00

0.00

johnlewis

I am not sure how many/what
combination you require but
Varilight 2 Gang V-Pro LED
hopefully the lighting is on a
Rotary Dimmer Switch, Brushed
dimmer so these are the
Steel
recommended type and colourway.

John lewis

£30.00

0.00

johnlewis

NA
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I am unsure how much you need
Varilight 2 Gang Socket, Brushed but this is the finish and look I
Steel
would go for on the sockets and
switches.

RFDC59-SL

H-WDSTL

NA

H-EMBGLZ

H-OVALVAS

H-LRGEMB

Gemma Harvey

Supplier

Retail Unit Price

Client Price

Link

John lewis

£15.00

0.00

johnlewis

LUXOR BENCH - In the Slate

*please check all dimensions as
this may vary in suitability
depending on leg sizes and
heights of your dining table.

Roseland furniture

£379.00

379.00

roselandfurniture

Weathered Oak Bar Stool

*Please check stools are the
correct size for you as island
heights can vary. This items has
been chosen due to its exquisite
quality being one of the first
thing you notice as you enter the
room. It is also hard-wearing and
will look even better with age.

Cox and cox

£180.00

516.00

coxandcox

Ebay Supplier
www.ebay.co.uk

£50.00

150.00

ebay

Cox and cox

£18.50

17.65

coxandcox

I would choose three different
Details about Farmhouse Kitchen styles and have them painted
Dining Chairs Vintage Painted white to achieve the look in the
Shabby Chic Chairs
3D renders. Have them paired
with an real wood table.

This is the smallest of the
arrangement of three and this
NEW Embossed Glazed Planter one I would recommend you add
a plant - as shown in the image
on the link.

NEW Taupe Glass Oval Vase

Crafted from glass in a unique
oval shape, our large smoky
blush vase will look perfect on
your floor or tabletop.

Cox and cox

£60.00

55.00

coxandcox

NEW Embossed Glazed Vase Large

Placed with nothing in. This can
be the second of three by using
the glass brown vase or the
tallest with a clear glass one as
shown in the image link. It
depends on the height you're
trying to acheive.

Cox and cox

£40.00

37.00

coxandcox
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Croft Collections

John Lewis Luce Cushion,
Marshmallow

Feather pad. Dry clean only.
Heavy textured.

John lewis

£40.00

80.00

johnlewis

NA

Bird Linen Cushion

Complete with duck feather pad.

Design Vinatge
designvintage.co.uk

£55.00

51.00

designvintage

NA

Black Stripe Cushion

Duck feather pad. Can also be
used outside - very hardwearing.

Design vintage

£36.00

67.80

designvintage

H-GRYPLAN

Grey Terracotta Planter

Wipe clean only with a dry cloth

Cox and cox

£12.50

12.25

coxandcox

Kentia

Faux Kentia Palm

Extra tall to bring height into the
space beside the kitchen bridging the zones.
To go inside the grey pot.

Design Vinatage
designvintage.co.uk

£120.00

110.50

designvintage

NA

Medium Round Wooden Orb
Chandelier

E14 x 3 bulbs Max 40 watt

Cowshed Interiors
www.cowshedinteriors.com

£269.00

269.00

cowshedinteriors

Amara

£140

390.00

amara

Supplier code: 54175

Gemma Harvey

Blown Glass Bell Pendant - NickelBulb required: BC - Max 60W (not
- Large
included)
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